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v3009C-006-l 100-l l50-MWF-CH310 
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LEWIS -- CH315G (6301) cfgrl 
/looIC-009-1630-1745-MW-CH302 
(/' l 002C-005- l 500-l 615-MW-CH31 l 
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LOUDON -CH 314D (6312) cfindl 
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./850-00 l-l 800- l 9 l 5-TR-CH31 O 
LYNCH-FAA219 (2917) cfjpl 
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¥AJ)DOX -- CH336 (6944) cfincm 
..If 002C-027- l 400-1515-TR-CH302 
~02C-053-l 800-l 915-TR-CH306 
vi 002C-067-l 530- l 645-TR-CH303 
MAIN - CH339G (6288) cfmeml 
i/1002C-019-l 100-1150-MWF-CH306 
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i/2003-002-l 100-l 150-MWF-CH309 
/3009C-001-0800-0850-MWF-CH306 
vJf 300-001-0900-0950-MWF-CH309 
McCORMICK- CH 3390 (6121) cffgm 
v1°092C-097-l 100-l 150-MWF-CH202 
v2009C-003-1400- l 450-MWF-CH306 
:/1950-00 l-l 500-l 6 l 5-MW-CH307 
, . 
MILLER - CH 3 l 5H (6299) cfwdm 
\/ ~O. 09C-004-1000-1050-MWF-CH3ll 
A099C-099-1200-1250-MWF-CH202 
vf 703-00 l-0900-0950-MWF-CH303 
MOORE - CH 322 (6976) ctjdm 
\/'~05-002-0930-1045-TR-CH306 
vlJ802-002-1230-1345-TR-CH3 l l 




NAU --CH314E (6305) ctldf 
vf 001C-007-1300-1350-MWF-CH340 
l'1002C-Ol 7-1000-1050-MWF-CH337 
vl 002C-025-1200-1250-MWF-CH3 l 8 




PANJWANI- CH 316A (3615) cfjp 
v.f yo9C-003-0930-l 045-TR-CH3 l 0 
fi009C-O 14-l 530-1645-TR-CH306 
/4300-002-l 100-1215-TR-CH309 
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,_,, 
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l/foo2C-062- l 530- l 645-TR-CH340 
SONGER-- CH329 (6319) cfses 
VI 002C-Ol 5-0930-l 045-TR-CH203 
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VI 092C-098-0930-l 045-TR-CH309 
v30 I OC-003-l 530-l 645-TR-CH3 I l 
J3807-002-1230-1345-TR-CH307 
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/I092C-096-l 100-1215-TR-CH305 
00 I OC-00 l-0800-0915-TR-CH313 
\}701-002-1400-1515-TR-CH202 
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vf001C-005-1 I00-1215-TR-CH340 
v1002C-028-1230-1345-TR-CH3 l 8 
~ 002C-042-l 400-15 I 5-TR-CH310 
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